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Whether you’re a professional photographer or the family shutterbug,  you can’t afford to miss the third edition of the now classic Photoshop  Restoration & Retouching. Katrin Eismann and co-author Wayne Palmer  have reviewed, updated, and revised every single technique to address  the most important features in Adobe Photoshop CS2. Clear step-by-step  instructions using professional examples highlight the tools and  techniques photographers, designers, restoration studios, and beauty  retouchers use to restore valuable antique images, retouch portraits,  and enhance glamour photography. With new example images illustrating  the tutorials, Photoshop Restoration & Retouching,

Third Edition will show you how to transform faded, damaged photographs into beautiful images that are as clear and crisp
 as the day they were takenÐ²Ð‚”maybe even betterÐ²Ð‚”and how to turn casual snapshots and studio portraits into the most flattering
 images possible. Full-color, step-by-step examples show you how to:

 • Correct extreme exposure errors and improve color, contrast, and tone
 • Rescue heirloom originals suffering from mold damage, cracks, and torn edgesÐ²Ð‚”even replace missing image
 information 
 • Remove dust and scratches quickly and easily 
 • Transform your photos into beautiful, original works of art by converting them to black-and-white or tinted images
 • Use a variety of sharpening techniques and tonalcorrection tools to add life and sparkle to digital photos
  • Enhance portraits by removing blemishes, reducing wrinkles, and  enhancing eyes, lips, and hair, while maintaining the subject’s  essential character
 • Apply the secrets that the top retouchers in  the glamour and beauty industry use to perfect skin, make-up, and hair
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Beyond Red and Blue: How Twelve Political Philosophies Shape American DebatesMIT Press, 2009
On any given night cable TV news will tell us how polarized American politics is: Republicans are from Mars, Democrats are from Canada. But in fact, writes Peter Wenz in Beyond Red and Blue, Americans do not divide neatly into two ideological camps of red/blue, Republican/Democrat, right/left. If they did, what could explain Republicans...
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Italian Verb Drills, Third Edition (Drills Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	
		Get the expert instruction you want and the practice you need with the conjugation of Italian verbs--with bonus online interactive exercises

	
		Italian Verb Drills helps you overcome the obstacles of Italian verbs, so that you can confidently use verbs when expressing yourself in Italian. This book explains...
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Towards a Critical Sociology (Routledge Revivals): An Essay on Commonsense and ImaginationRoutledge, 2010
For the better part of its history sociology shared with commonsense its assumption of the ‘nature-like’ character of society – and consequently developed as the science of unfreedom. In this powerful and engaging work, first published in 1976, Professor Bauman outlines the historical roots of such a science and describes how...
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GO! with Office 365 Getting StartedPearson Education, 2012

	Teach the course YOU want in LESS TIME!

	

	The primary goal of the GO! Series, aside from teaching computer applications, is ease of implementation, with an approach that is based on clearly defined projects for students and a one-of-a-kind supplements package.

	

	**This is a one-chapter book supplement that is...
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Photos for Mac and iOS: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as how to improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa...
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Network Programming in Windows NTAddison Wesley, 1995
Sinha explains the use of Windows and Windows NT inter-process communication methods to build applications which can communicate with their counterparts over the network. This book explores the challenges that developers face when they are developing network-aware or client/server programs within the Windows and Windows NT operating systems.
...
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